A numerical method for solving the wave equation with nonhomogenuous, nonsmooth Dirichlet boundary condition is proposed. Convergence of the method is proved and some error estimates are derived [L-S-2]. The method is based on the regularization technique [L-1], [L-S-1] of the wave equation with Dirichlet boundary data. Several numerical results are provided in two dimensional case.
Introduction
The paper is devoted to the approximation of the wave equation with nonhomogeneuous Dirichlet boundary conditions. We recall several theoreti cal results presented in [L-S-1] and [L-S-2]. We present the numerical results in the case of two-dimensional problem with respect to space variables [L-S-N] .
Let Q be an open bounded domain in R" with a smooth boundary I'. Consider the following second order scalar hyperbolic equation The following question may be asked: how to construct a numerical algorithm in order to compute effectively u from the boundary data g? It is well known that the "best" numerical approximations of various p.d.e. problems are based on a certain variational formulation of the original equation. The problem in our case is, however, that due to the Dirichlet nature of the nonhomogeneous boundary condition problem (1.1) does not admit a natural variational formulation. (In contrast, a natural variational formulation is standard in the case of Neumann · or Robin boundary conditions.) In this context, the idea of Lions [L-1] is to "approximate" the solution u(t) of (1.1) by a sequence of functions ul (t) which are determined as solutions of the following problems (1.2) ii, (t,x)=t1u,(t,x) +f (t,x) In view of the above, one can think of (1.1) as a limit problem for (1.2). Therefore, in order to find an effective numerical approximation of ( 1.1 ), the natural idea to pursue is to look for numerical algorithms (Ritz-Galerkin, finite element, etc.) of the variational equality (1.3). However, in order to establish the convergence or even more -the rates of the convergence -of these approximations, a necessary prerequisite is to know more about the regularity properties of the solutions to (1.2) as well as their convergence to u(t). Thus, in the paper [L-S-1] we study regularity (more precisely uniform differentiability) properties of the solutions u t (t) along with the convergence of u £ (t) to u (t). In particular, we prove in [L-S-1] that the convergence in (1.4) is, in fact, the stro11g. We also establish in [L-S-1] a number of regularity results for u"(l), which are reminiscent of those valid for the limit solution u (c). These results, besides being of interest in their own, are of fundamental importance in the e) This, in particular, implies that P: w + 2 (f)-+ H" (I') is an isomorphism. study of numerical schemes approximating (1.2). In fact, they are used crucially in [L-S-2] where finite element techniques are developed to approximate ue (t) and hence u (t).
In the paper [L-S-2] under minimal regularity assumptions imposed on Lhe boundary term g, the finite element approximation of (1.1) is introduced and the convergence and the rates of convergence of the algorithm in L 2 (Q) norms is established. The motivation for studying approximations of second order hyperbolic equations with nonsmooth boundary data comes from problems arising in numerical considerations related to a variety of boundary control problems where the solutions are definitely nonsmooth-for example: optimization problems with boundary controls, time-optimal boundary control problem, Ricca ti equations arising from boundarx control problems. In order to construct and to prove related convergence of numerical algorithms for these problems, a preliminary step is to establish appropriate approximation of While the first difficulty can be handled by selecting an appropriate ap proximation of the elliptic operator which would take into account the nonhomogenous terms on the boundary (see, for example, [B-2] , [B-7] , [N-l], [S-1]), the second difficulty becomes crucial when it comes to the derivation of stability estimates for the sought after numerical algorithm. Let us elaborate more on this point. A standard finite element approximation approach in hyperbolic (as well as parabolic) case is to define a sernidiscrete algorithm by taking an appropriate space -approximation of the underlined elliptic operator. The estimates on the rate of convergence -which of course depend on the smoothness of the solutions -can be obtained by taking the differe. nce of the two solutions and by using results on elliptic approximations. It is known, however [R-1 ], that even if the elliptic approximations yield the optimal rates of convergence, nevertheless the rates for hyperbolic problems are nonoptimal as they require one extra time-derivative of the solution. Since we cannot obtain optimal convergence rates, one would at least like to obtain convergence of the numerical algorithm in the "right topologies", i.e. where the maximal regularity of the map g-> u takes place. To accomplish this one needs to establish stability estimates for numerical schemes in precisely the same topologies (in fact, for the homogenous boundary data, this can be done by using the mentioned earlier H 1 (Q) x L 2 (Q) energy methods). This issue however raises another question. What is the maximal regularity of the map g .-u. As we have noted, this seemingly innocent question was answered in optimal way only recently (see [L-T-1], [L-2] , [L-L-T]). In the above references it was shown in particular that the map g-+ u is bounded from
or, more generally,
where in {1.6) we have to assume that g $atisfies, for s > 1, some appropriate compatability conditions at the origin. The results ( 1.5) and ( 1.6) improve by -! derivative the previous results on regularity of solutions to (1.1) given in [L-M] . Equipped with maximal regularity results [L-S-1] for the original problem, we devise in [L-S-2] the numerical algorithm which provides (i) the best possible rates of convergence (we are resigned in [L-S-2] to "loose" one derivative), (ii) stability estimates reconstructing as much as possible the regularity properties of the original solution. Since the prime interest is to consider nonsmooth boundary data, it is precisely the second point mentioned above which limits the choice of elliptic approximations in [L-S-2]. The reason for this is twofold; first the available elliptic estimates deal with more regular in space boundary data -typically g E H P (r), p > 3/2 (see [B-2] , [B-7] The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we provide some material on the properties and regularity of the continuous solution u(t) as well as those of the regularized solution u e (t). In Section 3 we discuss the regularity and convergence of the steady state solutions to ( 1.2). In Section 4, we define semidiscrete approximating subspaces and approximations of (1.1) and we recall some of results presented in [L-S-2]. Finally, in Section 5 the case of domains Q c R 2 is discussed in details. The proofs of the results presented here are given in [L-S-1], [L-S-2], [L-S-N]. In Section 6 some numerical results are provided. The following notation will be used in the paper: ( ·, · ), (resp. II· I I) denote the usual L 2 (Q) inner product (resp. the norm in L 1 (Q)). < . , . ) (resp . I· I)
Regularization of wave equation
Let us begin by collecting regularity results available for the original problem ( 1.1 ). Notice that the regularity of the solution on the boundary does not follow from the interior regularity. In fact, the regularity of the normal derivative of the solution on the boundary is higher than the Trace Theorem co1T1bined with interior regularity would imply.
( 2 ) C will stand for a generic constant. 
in 13 (I') weakly.
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With geL 2 (J.:) in (1.1) (resp. (1.2)) and fEL 1 [0, T;L 2 (Q)J we have ( 3 ) From now on the constant C will stand for a generic constant independent of c > 0. THEOREM 2.4 (convergence) [L-S-1]. (i) Let u (resp. u e ) be the solution to
Notice that the regularity results of'u e stated in Theorem 2.3 are reminiscent of those in Theorem 2.1. In fact, (2.9), (2.10) reconstruct the regularity of the original solution u (t) given by (2. t) and (2.2).
Convergence of the steady state solutions
In order to prove our regularity and convergence results for the problem (1.2) we establish in [L-S-1] the similar results for the corresponding elliptic problem which we recall here.
( 3.1) and
( 3.2) Consider the following elliptic problems
Similarly with A c : L 2 (.Q)-+ L 2 (Q) defined as
where (3.2) can be rewritten as
Below we state a number of regularity and convergence results established in [L-S-1] for the problems (3.1 ) and (3.2). The proofs of these results are given in
Notice that (3.5) implies that a posteriori
Next, let us define the so-called Dirichlet map D: L 2 (I')-+ L 2 (Q) Similarly we define the map N c: L2 (I')--+ L2 (Q) by
Notice that the regularity properties (3.3}-(3.4), and (3.9)--(3.11), reconst ruct (uniformly in the parameter e > 0) the well-known regularity properties of the elliptic Dirichlet problems.
As it is pointed out in [L-S-1], the results of Lemma 3.2 can be easily generalized to obtain
for all real s > 0.
Using the above definitions of elliptic operators, we are in a pos1t10n to represent the solution u (t) in the semigroup form as in [L-T-1]:
(3.14)
Theorem 2.1 gives Considering L i as acting from L 2 (E) into L 2 (Q), we compute its adjoint
As a consequence of (3.18) we have
with the norm independent of £ > 0.
The solution u c (t) given by (3.17) ( or equivalently by ( 1.2)) can also be represented as the solution of the following abstract ODE problem Let us poi11t out that the semidiscrete scheme (4.1) introduced in next section can be obtained from (3.22) by restricting the test functions ¢ to lie in the finite dimensional subspace V, 1 •
Finite clement approximation
In order to define a semidiscrete approximation of the original problem (1.1) a natural idea is to "project" the variational form of ( 1.3) onto the finite dimensional subspaces. To this end, let h be the parameter of discretization tending to zero and let V, 1 stand for the approximating space of H 1 (Q) with the usual approximation properties (to be specified later) and such that V, 1 = Virir c H 1 (I'). As an approximation of U 8 (t) (solution to (1.3)) we take u 11 ,e (t) E V, 1 such that in particular, aii = <'>ij for A (x, c]) = -A, and P,. is the orthogonal projection from L 2 (I') onto Vii-Later we shall use (4.1) withe= e(h) = h 1 for some y > 0.
The corresponding solution will be denoted by uh . Notice that the procedure described above: (i) is well defined directly on g E L 2 (17),
(ii) Vii are subspaces of H 1 (Q) which are not required to satisfy boundary conditions. In the paper [L-S-2] the stability and the rates of convergence of the approximation u, 1 (t) to the original solution u (t) are established. In fact, the main results in the case when V,, consists of piecewise hnear functions (see For boundary data which display more regularity properties and satisfy the appropriate compatability conditions, higher order rates of convergence are given in Corollary 4.2.
Notice that in view of the optimal results of convergence for the wave equation with homogeneous boundary conditions, where an extra derivative in the solution is necessary (see [R-1] and also [B-1], [D-1], [B-3] ) and optimal regularity of the solutions to Dirichlet problems (see 1.5), the estimates (4.2) are optimal. .Although the stability results in (4.3) improve "almost" by 1/2 derivative the stability estimates implied by the convergence result in (4.2), they are, however, still nonoptimal with respect to the sharp regularity of the solution u. In fact, g E L 2 CE) will produce the solution u EC [O, T; L2 (Q)] (see
, thus we would expect that the stability estimate (4.3)
In the analysis of the error of the approximation. a crucial role is played by the very special behavior of the traces of hyperbolic solutions. In fact, the solutions to wave equations are shown [L-L-TJ to have better regularity on the boundary than interior regularity and the trace theorem would imply. This fact is used an essential way in [L-S-2] in the process of proving (4.2) and (4. 2) and let u;,,, be the approximate solution of the problem (1.3) defined hy (4.1). Then with Q > 0 arbitrary small, we have (i) llt11r 1 2 -1 ) .
(s-l)(cr-1)
..fi · 2o if in addition we assume that V,, 0 c �. then for 1 � s � r, we have 
where ,. � 1 +(s-1)(1 +y)/e ifs� 3/2;
(iii) If in addition we assume that V,, 0 c V, 1 then (i) and (ii} holds for any 1 � s � r an.d e = 0. • ( 6 ) If s = I then we can take e = 0, <r > I arbitrary and r � 1.
Notice that the rates of convergence established in part (iii) (resp. (i), (ii)) are optimal (resp. quasioptimal) in the following sense � they reconstruct the optimal regularity of the solution (compare Theorem 2.1 in [L-S-2]), (modulo the usual loss of one derivative). The estimates of the error given in part (iii) under the additional assumption that V,. 0 c V,, reconstruct also the best approximation properties of the underlined approximating subspaces. If condition v,. 0 c V, 1 fails, then for s > 1 one needs to use higher order polynomials to obtain the quasioptimal error reflecting the optimal regularity of the solutions.
Stability estimates provided by Corollary 4.1 improve by t derivative the stability results implied by the convergence results. Nevertheless, the stability estimates are still nonoptimal as we are loosing t derivative with respect to the optimal regularity of the solutions (see Theorem 2.1 in [L-S-2]).
One can, of course, interpolate between the results of where e > 0 is arbitrary small and O � Q � 1.
Finite element approximation in R 2
Let Q c R 2 be given domain. Let us consider the special case when the approximating subspaces Vi. are the spaces of piecewise polynomials defined on two-dimensional domain Q. Let V, 1 c H 1 (Q) be a family of N (h) dimensional subspaces of algebraic polynomials of degree p > 1 defined on each triangle of the uniform triangulation of Q. We show in [L-S-NJ using the method proposed in [B-S] that we can extend the inequality (4.4d) to negative norms. Actually we proved in [L-S-NJ that the following assumption holds true.
For any ,P h Ev;, = Vi1r, there exists an element <fJ,. Ev;, such that <t>h 1 r = <P" and (5.1) (5.2) 11<1\II � Cl<P1i l-1;2+e,r, I J<Phll1.o � CJ&',.1112.r, where i; > 0 is arbitrary small. Therefore we can extend the inequality (4.4d) to negative norms.
Remark. Notice that (5.1) and (5.2) represent the surjectivity of the tra�e operator, but restricted to the finite dimensional subspaces V i and �.
To prove {5.1), (5.2), it is enough [L-S-NJ to establish these inequalities for a single triangle (generalization to curvilinear element is straightforward). To accomplish this let T be an equilateral triangle (see Fig. 1 
We denote by V (T) (resp. V (y)) the space of polynomials of order p on T (resp. y = iJT). The estimates (5.1) and (5.2) will follow from the foJlowing theorem: Th5 inequality (5.4) has been proved in [B-SJ in the case of h-p version of the finite elements. Thus in particular it is valid in our case.
To prove (5.3) we shall follow the conceptual framework of the proof of (5.4) given in [B-S] . However, because of the presence of "negative" norms in (5.3) (rather unnatural for the trace theorem), there will be a number of technical differences with respect to the ideas presented in [B-SJ.
Following The mappings F;: V(y i )-+ V(T), i = 2, 3 are defined in the similar way.
The proof of (5.3) is based on the following three Lemmas: 
where C is a constant independent off and of the order p of polynomials in V(T).
Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 are the "negative norm" counterparts of the results given by Lemmas 7.1, . The proof of Lemma 5.3 follows via straightforward mo d ification of the arguments given in [B-3] . More technical proofs of Lemma 1 and 2 are given in [L-S-N] .
To continue with the proof of (5.3), following [B-S] we denote (see Fig. 1 
where y� = BP 3 , yfi = P 3 C, P 1 , P 2 , P 3 are the mid points of line segments AB, BC and CA, respectively.
Without loss of generality we may assume that (5.5) (5.6) (5.7 ) <Pl11 = <P 1 =I= 0,
We apply Lemma 5.2 to f1 = <fa 1 , . f 2 = 0. Thus there exist elements <1\ E V ( y 1 ), <P 2 E V(y 2 ) such that We estimate the norm l g 3 1 1 12 ,n as follows
by Lemma 5.1 (d 2 ), (d 3 ) ( 5.12) -!+e � k � 0, since <;6 2 = 0. Now we extend g 3 to T, using again Lemma 5.2 for f1 = O,J3 = g 3 . By Lemma One can use a class of single step methods for discretizing the semidiscrete system (6.1) (see [B-2] ). We have applied the scheme proposed in [D-2] . It is of order O (h 2 ) + 0 ((L1t) 2 ). We first shortly summarize the method. Let N be a positive number and let L1t = T/N. We denote by i/ any function u at the time levels t = t k = kL1t, k = 0, ... , N. Furthermore we use the notations u"· 0 = Oi/ +1 +(1-28)u k +Ou"-1 ,
We define the fully discrete approximation for (1.3) to be a sequence (U"W= o such that (6.7) M n of U k +(K Q + i (a: 1 Kr+a: 2 Mr) ) U k . 1 14 l =-(a 1 K 1 +oc 2 Mr)G k . t / 4 for k=l, ... ,N-1. e To start the scheme (6.7) we need the solution vector at two levels, say t = o; t = Lit. By (6.1)
We shall present a numerical example. There the data is differentiable. Other cases will be considered in other connections. EXAMPLE 6.1. Let Q = (0, 1) x (0, 1) and T = 1. Consider the problem (6.8) ii= Au in Q x (0, 1), u(x, y, t) = sin(1t(x+y+.j2t)) on I'x(O, 1), u(x, y, O) = son(x(x+ y)), u(x, y, 0) = fincos(n(x+ y)).
The exact solution of (6.8) is u(x, y, t) = sin(n(x+ y+j2t)) (see Fig. 2.) . In numerical tests we have chosen o: 1 = o: 2 = 1, e = 10-5 , h = 1/18, 1/16, 1/32, .dt = 1/32, 1/64, 1/128. In Table 1 we see the e· (L 00 ) errors. We see that the method gives O (h 2 ) + 0 ((L1t) 2 ) in L 00 (L 00 }-norm (see the diagonal of Table 1 ).
In Figures 3-5 we see u (t)u,h.di (t) for different time levels t = 1/4, t = l /2, t = 3/4, t = I; F. = 2-so and with h = 1/8, 1/16, l/32, At= 1/32, ·1/64, 1/128. In Fig. 6 a-c we see the evolution of u-U81t ;1 1 difference in l.:X'-norm for h = 1/8, .dt = 1/32, h = 1/16, At= 1/64 and h = 1/32, L1t = I/128 (piecewise linear interpolation 1s applied for u (t)-u ,. ,..1 1 (t) for l -=I-le At). We find that O (h 2 ) + 0 ((L1t) 2 ) for L' t'J (I3) norm (see the diagonals of Table 2 ). In Fig. 7 a-c we see the evolution of u-u e ,,dr in I3-norm for h = 1/8. L1t = 1/32, h = 1/16, LJt = 1/64 and h = 1/32, ,,Jt = 1/128 (as above piecewise linear interpolation for error at time t =I-kA t is applied). .. , 
